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Animal-Kind International Annual Report-2019 

 

Our main programs are (1) support for our Partner Organizations and (2) the AKI Africa-Based 

Animal Welfare Organization Grant Program. Our Partners are animal welfare organizations that 

we’ve worked closely with and know well; they receive regular, ongoing funding from us. Whereas 

our grantees receive funding based on a proposal they submit, with no guarantee that they will 

receive any further support, although we provide technical and administrative help to grow our 

grantees into organizations that can continue to attract funding. Our 2019 Annual Report focuses on 

these two AKI programs.    

 

1. Financial Support to AKI Partner Organizations 

 
We require that our Partners use AKI funds only for activities that are directly related to animal 
welfare/improving the lives of animals. Other than that, we don’t restrict the use of AKI funds. This 
is critical because most grant making organizations place restrictions on use of funds, so while 
animal rescue/protection organizations may have money to implement projects, they don’t have the 
funds for basic operating costs (e.g., staff salaries, fuel for rescue vehicles, improvements to shelter 
infrastructure). When grant funds dry up—which they usually do from year to year—the 
organization is back to struggling with a meagre budget. With AKIs guaranteed support, our 
Partners can budget, plan ahead, and become stronger, more effective voices for animals (v. reacting 
to issues and situations, and at the mercy of grant funding for specific projects). 
 
We provide financial support to our Partner Organizations based on the amount of donations 
received, including those designated for specific Partners; need and capacity to use the funds; and on 
the quality (accountability and transparency) of the Partner’s reporting. Below is summary 
information about how our Partner Organizations used AKI funds during 2019. 
 
AFRICA 
 
Uganda Society for the Protection and Care of Animals: In 2019, just under 50% of USPCA 
Haven animal shelter operating costs were covered by AKI donors. The Haven is the only animal 
shelter in Uganda and as of December 2019, it held more than 250 cats and dogs and on average 
during the year, Haven staff rescued more than one animal/day. Starting in May and running 

through December 2019, thanks to a special 
fundraising project, AKI funds covered the salary 
for USPCA’s Assistant Shelter Manager, Jackie. 
AKI funds also covered: a salary supplement from 
January through December and Christmas bonus 
for Alex, The Haven Shelter Manager; 3 months 
of rent of The Haven property; electricity at The 
Haven for 5 months; water for 9 months; airtime 
for the USPCA phone for 
11 months; transport 
costs for 11 months to 
rescue cats and dogs 
and for pre- and post-

adoption home visits; purchase of pet food: posho, mince, meat, 
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silverfish, ground silverfish, vegetables, rice, and dry kitten and cat food; cat litter; firewood for 11 
months to cook cat and dog food; food and water bins (picture above); and 3 wooden boxes (picture 
above) to place in dog pens for places to hide, sleep, stay dry, and play.  
 
We continue to raise funds to purchase land to create a larger Haven. Land purchase funds are held 
in a separate AKI account until enough is raised and suitable land is identified.  
  

Tanzania Mbwa wa Africa: Mbwa wa Africa used AKI funds to support their animal shelter, 

which, usually houses 35-40 dogs and 5-10 

cats. AKI donors cover about 33% of the 

shelter’s costs. Mbwa wa Africa mainly 

used AKI funds to pay salaries of shelter 

staff (12 months of salaries for their six 

staff: Philbert, Amoni, Kandida, Michael, 

William, and Elisa-four MwA staff pictured 

left). MwA also used AKI funds to 

purchase cat and dog food; foam sheets 

and shade nets for the handicapped dogs’ 

pen; medicine and vet supplies; and shelter 

supplies, such as washing powder, cat litter, doggie 

diapers, and all the supplies needed to keep a shelter 

operating! MwA also used AKI funds during their May 

spay/neuter clinic for transport, meals for the clinic team, 

extra staff hire for clinic days, and for other supplies 

needed during the clinic. (See chart showing MwA 

sterilizations from 2015 through 2019—in 5 years, 

they’ve sterilized 3429 animals!) MwA places a huge focus 

on animals OUTSIDE the shelter, helping to ensure that shelter numbers remain low.  

 

Tanzania Animal Welfare Society: With AKI funds, TAWESO conducted Donkey Welfare 

Outreach Clinics around Lake Victoria in the 

Lake Zone of Tanzania. During a one-week 

clinic (photo left), TAWESO treated 321 

donkeys, giving each a health check, de-worming, 

wound dressing, and attending to health issues, 

such as tick-borne diseases, eye problems, 

lameness, and skin problems. With the purchase 

of US$2600 of medicines and vet supplies, rent 

for four months of the TAWESO Lake Zone 

office, salaries of five TAWESO staff, and 

printing of Humane Education material and 

donkey ownership regulations, our support went 

much further for donkeys in the Lake Zone. TAWESO wrote to us, “The donkeys around Lake 
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Victoria do a variety of works e.g., domestic (carrying water, firewood, crops), construction materials 

(carrying sand, timber, stones, bricks), working at gold mines (carrying ores, sand, logs), and at brick 

kilns (carrying water, firewood/logs, bricks). Thanks to AKI for being the sole supporter of the 

clinics conducted around Lake Victoria.” 

 

South Sudan: Since 2007, we have been sending Humane Ed material and giving advice to Humane 

Ed volunteers in South Sudan. After receiving many 

messages about animal cruelty, we put together a virtual 

group, mostly part-timers in South Sudan, connected by 

email (photos show the typical condition of so many 

animals in South Sudan, where spay/neuter services are 

essentially unavailable). Over one year ago, our group 

decided that a 

spay/neuter program 

should be top priority 

and since then, we’ve been fundraising, gathering supplies, and 

organizing the first spay/neuter campaign in the country. 

Through a GoFundMe fundraiser, we (one person in our group 

in particular) raised the full cost for the first s/n campaign (plus 

rabies vaccination clinic), which will include two weeks of s/n 

surgeries in Juba, training of South Sudanese vets, vet techs, 

community organizers, and humane educators, and purchase of equipment and supplies for the 1st 

and follow-on campaigns. We still have a significant amount of organizing to do to get this off the 

ground! We continue to provide Humane Ed material to our Humane Education volunteers.   

 

Namibia: Erika, a long-time animal welfare volunteer in Namibia, oversees AKI support in the 

country. She provides AKI funds to rural SPCAs, Have A Heart-Namibia, the Katutura Pet Care 

Project, and for spay/neuter in Aranos, a small farming community where there is no vet care. In 

2019, AKI funds in Namibia were used for:  

 

Rural SPCAs-construction material to build kennels for the Oshana SPCA and Grootfontein 

SPCA; spay/neuter for Luderitz and Grootfontein SPCAs; dog and cat food for Oshana, Tsumeb, 

Grootfontein, Otjiwarongo, Walvis Bay, and Ludertiz SPCAs; and medicine and dip (fleas tick, lice, 

mange prevention) for Tsumeb, Otjiwarongo, Walvis Bay, and Rundu SPCAs.  

 

Have A Heart-Namibia-HAH uses AKI funds for booster vaccinations for returning spay/neuter 

clients, for emergency vet care (the AKI-HAH 

Emergency Fund), and for spay/neuter, especially of 

cats, HAH’s greatest s/n shortfall. In 2019, HAH 

used AKI funds for follow up vaccination and 

parasite treatment for 259 dogs and 47 cats; for the 

Feral Cat Karibib Spay Day, where 12 females and 7 

males were sterilized (picture left); and for emergency 

vet care of Peet with a broken leg; Wagter with an 
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ingrown collar; Pinky with a hernia; Fire with a broken leg (also neutered with AKI funds); Shadow 

with tick-bite fever; Ninja for a tail amputation; Spotti for tick-bite fever; Blik for TVT treatment; 

Witfoet for tick-bite fever; Speedy for a broken leg; and Lucky for a car accident.   

 

Katutura Pet Care Project- Erika’s all volunteer team visits Katutura townships (outside 

Windhoek) monthly and gives out food, 

dips dogs, flea powders cats, de-worms, 

and provides basic check-ups (photo left, 

May 2019 visit). When funds are available, 

they get dogs spayed. Sometimes when the 

team visits Katutura, owners show up with 

sick or injured dogs and cats. Depending 

on the issue, Erika’s team might contact 

the SPCA-Windhoek for help, but 

sometimes the animal needs emergency vet 

care, as in three cases in 2019: two dogs 

were hit by a car and one dog was attacked 

with a knife and his hind leg was cut quite 

badly. In these cases, Erika used AKI 

funds to get the dogs the vet care they needed to recover.  

 

Aranos-Erika arranged for only two dogs in Aranos to be spayed with AKI funds this year because 

Erika’s contact in Aranos moved away and the vet Erika uses would like to begin to s/n in Stampreit 

in 2020, like Aranos, a small farming town.    

 

Liberia Animal Welfare & Conservation Society: AKI support to 

LAWCS is for general operating costs. In 2019, LAWCS used AKI 

funds for 11 months of salaries for three LAWCS staff (Abraham 

(Abie), Alex, and Joseph); LAWCS office rent for 10 months from 

March through December; gas and maintenance of two LAWCS 

motorbikes from February through December; cat and dog food for 

LAWCS Community Dog Feeding Program to feed malnourished 

animals; basic medications for LAWCS Community Animal Clinics; five 

months of a monthly radio Humane Education program; Humane Ed 

materials for 12 schools in Kolahun district; and funds to set up an 

animal care clinic at the LAWCS office (everything from painting the 

room, to furnishings, to vet supplies).   

 

Ghana Society for the Protection & Care of Animals:  

AKI donors cover almost 100% of GSPCA’s Humane Education Program. In 2019, GSPCA used 

AKI funds to take Humane Education Program students on six field trips to Atomic Energy Vet 

Clinic, La Veterinary Hospital, Lemla Vet Clinic (also a boarding kennel, groomer, and pet supply 

shop), two trips to the University of Ghana’s Livestock and Poultry Research & Education Center-

see photo (among other objectives, the center works to improve the care and humane handling of 
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livestock), and the Accra Polo Club. For the field trips, AKI funds cover bus hire, snacks for the 

students and teachers, small stipends for the 

Humane Ed teachers, transport to the 

departure point for the teachers and GSPCA 

volunteers David and Aluizah, and photos and 

frames for each school to memorialize each 

field trip. 245 students from four schools 

benefited (Kwabenya Atomic M/A 5, North 

Legon School Complex, Amrahia Adma Basic, 

and Trust Academy). GSPCA also used AKI 

funds for transport for David and Aluizah for 

school visitation/mentorship, to sponsor a 

presentation about rabies (hire of projector 

and screen and transport to the venue for three vets who gave the presentation), and a rabies 

vaccination clinic hosted by the students from St Dominic R/C School’s Kindness Club (purchase 

of vaccinations, syringes, other vet supplies, rabies info leaflets, posters, and transportation and 

small stipends for three vets).  

 

Latin America/Caribbean 

 

Kingston (Jamaica) Community Animal Welfare: AKI donors cover about 80% of the costs of 

KCAW’s program to care for Kingston’s street cats and dogs and pets that belong to poor families. 

In 2019, KCAW used AKI funds for   

cat and dog food; to spay 27 female dogs and 6 

cats and neuter 2 male dogs and 1 cat; vet 

supplies and medicines for mange, flea and tick 

prevention, de-worming, maggot spray, wound 

powder; and vet care/hospitalization for an old 

dog with multiple maggot wounds, who had to 

be euthanized; a feral cat with a corneal 

ulceration; three rescued pups severely 

dehydrated and passing blood in their stools; a 

dog with serious maggot wounds (usually 

Deborah, KCAW Founder & Director, catches 

the problem before it gets to this stage where the 

dog needs to be seen by a vet; a dog who had gotten into a fight and ended up with a mangled hind 

leg; and a dog who was hit by a car, whose eye had to be removed. (Photo above: Squat, a tiny, 

severely malnourished puppy, who Deborah saw while driving in Spanish Town. Deborah was able 

to catch Squat, and was well-prepared-Deborah always carries food and water in the back of her car 

just in case she runs across hungry cats and dogs like Squat).  

 

Helping Hands for Hounds of Honduras: AKI donors cover about 80% of HHHH’s operating 

costs. In 2019, HHHH used AKI funds for cat and dog food for 9 to 11 months for the +/-25 dogs 

and 3-5 cats usually at the Sanctuary; for helpers to clean the Sanctuary’s yards and to help Pilar 
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(HHHH Founder & Director) take care of the dogs; 

for medicines, such as de-wormers, flea/tick 

preventatives, antibiotics, and pain meds; surgeries and 

other vet care, including blood tests and vaccinations, 

surgery to remove a tumor from dog Suyapa and 

sterilization surgeries for Sanctuary dogs and cats: 

neuter of Frode and Toncontin, spay of Ash, Sadey, 

Popis, and Gatubela. Besides running the HHHH 

Sanctuary, Pilar gives presentations on animal care and 

welfare at schools in Tegucigalpa to get the next 

generation of Hondurans interested in animal rescue. 

Many of the students are so interested, they end up volunteering at the Sanctuary. (Photo above: Del 

Campo High School students helping out at the HHHH Sanctuary) 

 

Caucasus Region 

 

Save the Animals-Armenia: SA-Armenia used the 

majority of AKI funds to feed the 60 to 70 dogs at the SA-

A shelter. The number of dogs is far lower than it was last 

year-most of the shelter dogs are old, they haven’t led easy 

lives, and Nune (Founder & Director of SAA) is seeing 

may of her old doggy friends die, most of old age and 

ailments that affect old dogs. Besides dry dog food, rice, 

oatmeal, and meat, SA-Armenia also purchases special 

kidney diet for dogs with kidney disease. Nune also used 

AKI funds for worker salary (just for one month in the 

winter because Nune really needs help during the colder 

months). She also used AKI funds for vet expenses, 

including for mange treatment, blood tests, and medicines 

for the older dogs. (Photo: collage of some of the older 

dogs at the shelter as of December 2019) 

 

2. Africa-Based Animal Welfare Grants Program 

 

In 2019, we held our 2nd annual Africa-Based Animal Welfare Organization Grant Program. We 

designed the program specifically for Africa-Based Animal Welfare Organizations, which we felt 

have significantly fewer options for funding than in other regions. We increased the top level of 

funding for the 2nd annual program, from $500 (in 2018) to $2000/grant. For the 2019 program, we 

received 28 grant applications and funded eight grants. We awarded grants to:  

 Egyptian Society of Animal Friends: Trap, neuter, vaccinate, release 75 dogs 

 Animal Welfare-Ilha (Mozambique): Trap, neuter, vaccinate, release 45 cats and dogs 

 Bam Animal Clinics (Uganda): Train donkey owners to make and use sisal sack saddles to 

protect donkeys from injuries 
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 Giving is Living (South Africa): Build fenced yards for at least 10 dogs to remove them from 

their 24 hours-7 days/week life on a chain 

 Nyendwa Mobile Animal Clinics (Zambia): Vaccinate and de-worm 500 dogs and cats and 

treat other diseases and wounds in Muswishi villages in Chisamba district, Chief Chamuka 

 Sibanye Animal Welfare and Conservancy Trust (Zimbabwe): Hold mobile clinics for 

donkeys, cats, and dogs in Lupane district, providing rabies and distemper vaccinations, 

treating wounds and infections, and providing other care,  and educating community 

members about caring for their animals 

 OIPA-Cameroon: Follow-up their 2018 AKI grant project with a vet clinic in the Chomba 

community, providing rabies vaccines to 100 cats and dogs, tick and flea preventatives, and 

de-worming  

 Save Animals-Democratic Republic of Congo: Support for their campaign against eating cats 

and dogs and for promoting a culture that considers cats and dogs as family pets 

 

Information about each grant and progress reports from grant recipients is here:   

https://www.animal-kind.org/grant-program-2019 

 

3. Supplies to AKI Partner Organizations & other Animal Welfare Organizations  
 

Besides financial support, AKI sends supplies to our Partner Organizations and other animal welfare 

organizations, depending on donations and needs. In 2019, AKI donated the following supplies: 

 

Uganda Society for the Protection & Care of Animals: surgical drapes and gowns, sterile gloves, 

face masks, six fly traps and 2 jars of Swat to prevent flies, collars and leashes, animal handling 

gloves, humane education material, various vet supplies 

(gauze, wound meds, eye, ear ointments) 

 

Liberia Animal Welfare & Conservation Society: 

humane education supplies, thanks to AKI donor, Tina 

O. (picture left) 

 

Mozambique Animal Protection Society: ~100 

sutures, various vet supplies, humane education material 

 

South Sudan: four pairs of animal handling gloves and 

spay/neuter supplies donated to AKI by Project VETS.  

 

4. Other Animal-Kind International Activities and Support-2019 

 

Visits to Partner and Other Organizations 

AKI made the following site visits in 2019, as part of work trips, not AKI funded:  

 

https://www.animal-kind.org/grant-program-2019
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 Uganda Society for the Protection & Care of Animals: AKI Director Karen visited USPCA 

two times during 2019, in April and December.  

 During Karen’s visit to Uganda in December, she met with 2019 AKI grant recipient, Bam 

Animal Clinics, working in eastern Uganda to provide improved care to donkeys.  

 Liberia Animal Welfare & Conservation Society: Karen met with LAWCS in Voinjama, 

Liberia.  

 Mozambique Animal Protection Society: Karen visited MAPS shelter and met with MAPS 

Director. MAPS was a 2018 AKI grant recipient.  

 Kenya: Karen met with Jane, a member of the South Sudan “virtual” group, planning the 

spay/neuter campaign in Juba, South Sudan; with Kenya Society for the Protection & Care 

of Animals to discuss their proposed role in training South Sudanese staff as part of the s/n 

campaign; and with AKI Board Member, Dipesh Pabari, who lives in Kenya.   

 

Technical Support to AKI Partner and Other Animal Welfare Organizations 

AKI provides technical support (advice about their programs, assistance in writing proposals, ideas 

for fundraising, etc.) to our Partner Organizations, as well as to non-partners. Some examples during 

2019 are: 

 We continued to keep our two GlobalGiving projects (Have A Heart-Namibia and support 

to purchase land for a new USPCA sanctuary) active by writing the required Progress 

Reports every three months for each project.  

 We continued to assist Partner Ghana SPCA in keeping their website up to date.   

 With Jean-Paul from Burundi, we started a WordPress blog for his organization, Youth 

Coalition (an applicant to our 2019 grant program), which works with youth to promote 

animal rights and well-being and lasting peace, security, and well-being for all people in 

Burundi. 

 We provided technical support by reviewing, editing, and contributing to Social and Animal 

Welfare Service-Somaliland reports on donkey welfare.  

 We wrote reference letters and other letters of support for, among others, AKI grant 

recipients OIPA-Cameroon and Save Animals-DRC.  

 We sent funding enquiries to three foundation to request support for the South Sudan s/n 

campaign and rabies clinic-for example, to supply rabies vaccines (none agreed to join our 

efforts).   

 

Communication with AKI Supporters 

AKI is committed to transparency and accountability and we show this commitment by keeping our 

donors updated about our Partner Organizations’ and grant recipients’ activities and how they use 

AKI funds. In support of this, in 2019, we:  

 Wrote/published 42 AKI Blog posts, 37 about the work of our Partners and grantees and 

five about other animal welfare organizations working in difficult environments, in resource-

poor countries.     

 Sent out a monthly e-newsletter to AKI supporters with highlights about the work of our 

Partner Organizations and grantees.  
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 Kept the website updated, creative, and fresh-thanks to AKI website designer/developer, 

Deb Newman.  

 Prepared pie charts showing how our Partner Organizations used AKI funds during the 

year. These pie charts are snapshots that quickly and easily inform our donors about how 

their donations are used (they are posted on the AKI website on our Partners’ pages).  

 Updated our Guidestar profile for 2019 and obtained platinum level again (the highest).  

 Organized a group of donors to participate in the proposal evaluation process for the 2019 

AKI Africa-Based Animal Welfare Organization Grant Program. About 10 donors (in 

addition to the AKI Board) participated.  

 We regularly posted on Facebook and Instagram throughout the year. 

 

Raising Visibility  

Even with social media, it remains difficult for animal welfare organizations in resource-poor 

countries to gain visibility and the confidence of donors. AKI tries to get information out about the 

work our Partner Organizations and grantees do, their challenges, and needs. In addition to the 

above (Communications with AKI Supporters), during 2019, we raised visibility of animal welfare 

work in our target regions through:  

 Articles in a new publication, Donkeys for Africa, about AKI’s support for donkey welfare; 

about Partner Ghana SPCA’s work combatting the donkey skin and meat trade; and about 

our two 2019 grant recipients, working to improve donkey welfare, Bam Animal Clinics 

(Uganda) and Sibanye Animal Welfare Trust (Zimbabwe).  

 Articles on Drifter’s Guide to the Planet’s website about volunteering with our Partner 

Organizations in Jamaica and Uganda: Jamaica: Sun, Sea, Sand, and Saving Animals and 

Volunteering with Animals at The Haven, Uganda; and about Nepal and cows, in particular, one 

abandoned calf, An Animal Sanctuary in Kathmandu Needs You.   

 Obtaining Great Non-Profit 2019 status: GNP helps spread the word about the 

organizations on their site that receive GNP status.    

 

Requests to AKI for Financial and other Support 

During 2019, about 150 animal welfare organizations and individuals contacted AKI for financial 

and technical support, help with cruelty situations, or about other issues involving animals in 

countries where they live or visited.  

 

We received requests for financial and/or technical support from the following countries (this list is 

not all-inclusive and in some cases, we received requests from multiple organizations in the same 

country):  

 

Cameroon, Kenya, Ghana, Cape Verde, South Africa, Nigeria, Uganda, Tanzania, Lesotho, Sierra 

Leone, Somaliland, Somalia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Tunisia, Algeria, Egypt, Honduras, 

Guatemala, Venezuela, Peru, Ecuador, Brazil, Colombia, Romania, Bosnia, Western Balkans, 

Ukraine, Armenia, Georgia, Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, Nepal, Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, 

Indonesia   
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We received many reports about animal cruelty and other requests for help dealing with situations 

involving animals, including interest in adopting street animals. We always try to assist to the best of 

our ability. A few examples of the reports we received in 2019 are:  

 

A rescued puppy in Armenia needed a foster or adoptive home; two stray cats on a building site in 

Accra, Ghana needed to be rescued; request for suggestions for 2 months of boarding a mama and 

puppies rescued in Yerevan, Armenia-the rescuer intended to take to Poland, but transport needed 

to be arranged; a report about several cases of animal cruelty in Accra, Ghana in one neighborhood; 

help to rescue a dog in Medellin, Colombia; report of animal abuse in Armenia-a man who has 2 

Dalmatians and tourists pay to take pictures with the dogs and another who uses an iguana to attract 

tourists; a report of someone selling puppies on the street in Accra, Ghana; a tourist reporting a very 

skinny dog on the border of Georgia and Armenia, who needed help; a German woman requested 

help adopting a puppy in Armenia that needs a safe place for two months; a couple on their 

honeymoon in Suriname who want to adopt two puppies who were born to a mother that hangs out 

at their hotel-SUCCESS, they brought the dogs back home with them to Germany!  

 

*********** 

On a happy and grateful note, we added a new member to the AKI Board, Karen Rae, who has 

many years of experience working in animal welfare all over the world, and a new member to our 

Technical Advisory Group, Alex Mayers, whose expertise is donkey welfare, having most recently 

worked for The Donkey Sanctuary in the UK.  

 

To you our donors, we are most grateful for the support you’ve provided over the years. 100% of 

our funds are from individual donors and every year, the amount of money we’ve raised has 

increased. We hope and think that means we’re doing something right—getting you the information 

you should be getting from an organization you donate to and getting the most impact out of every 

dollar donated.   

 


